
PESTICIDES
Last year, important bills to better track and record
pesticide use as well as an initiafive to ban the use
of dangerous organophosphates made it through
the Committee process but died without further
action. We expect these bills and others to return
in 2020.

WASTE AND RECYCLING REFORM
One of the biggest fights of the 2019 session
revolved around the Bottle Bill, Connecticut’s
landmark recycling program. Despite support from
the Connecticut Conference of Municipalities, the
Bottle Bill was killed by House leadership .after
intensive lobbying from distributors.

Despite the impact of special interests, the cost of
recycling continues to rise. Towns across the state
are calling out for action, and we expect to see
the Bottle Bill or a more comprehensive recycling
package to return in 2020.

Additionally, we anticipate the return of several
plastic and polystyrene bills, particularly after the
success of the plastic bag bah.

PFAS
Known as forever toxins, per- and polyfluoroalkyl
substances..(PFAS)... can accumulate in-the body
and have been linked to cahder and other
diseases. Legislators hädthe chance to ban PFAS
in firefighting foam last year, but the bill died in
the. House. Ju~t days after the.sessibn ended, a
spill at Bradley Airport dumped 40,000 gallons of
PPAS-contaminated firefighting foam into the
Parmington River. In the wake of that disaster,
Coy. Lamont convened a taskforce to address the
dangers of PFAS. Their recommendations will
almost certainly be part of the 2020 session.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
In. 2019, lawmakers attemped to reform our state’s
environmental justice law by giving communities
a greater voice in where energy centers and high-
polluting facilities are sited. The bill passed the
House but stalled in the Senate. It will return next
session.

ZERO CARBON GOALS
In September, Gov. Lamont issued his third
executive order to convert our electric grid to zero-
carbon by 2040. This initative will certainly require
supporting policies, and we expect to see bills on
electrification and clean energy investments in the

~upcoming session.

CLEAN ENERGY
While lawmakers made big strides with last year’s
offshore wind procurement, CTLCV is working with
leagues in our neighboring states on a regional
investment in offshore wind.

Additionally, lawmakers must pass a permanent
solution for solar net-metering. Our shared solar
program also requires significant overhaul.

Lawmakers also have the opportunity to stop
investment in fracked gas by repealing the Pipeline
Tax.

Finally, lawmakers mayconsider CommunityChoice
Aggregation, which would allow towns to purchase
clean energy for residents and businesses.

CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION
During the last legislative session, a four-hour
fill[buster of- a bill mandating climate change
education took place. in the House. A number of
anti-environment lawmakers took part in this
exchange, explicitlyvoicing their doubts in science
and our climate crisis.

After talking with legislators, CTLCV expects
this proposal to return with an additional focus
on impaëts of climate change on minority and
underrepresented populations both in Connecticut~
and across the world

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Lawmakersfailed to stopthe diversion of $54 million
from the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Load
Management Funds last year. Despite this defeat,
Gov. Lamont and legislators pledged their support
for energy efficiency programs. We expect to see
new investments proposed in 2020.
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OFFSHORE W~ND (HB 7156)
Connecticut will now procure up to 2,000 MW in energy from an offshore wind installation
that will deliver new jobs, fewer carbon emissions, and clean energy to our state.

PLAST~C BAG BAN (HB 7424, SEC. 355)
For the next two years, a 10-cent fee will be placed on single-use plastic bags. Beginning
July], 2021, these known pollutants will be banned from grocers and similar retailers.

STATE WATER PLAN (HJP 171)
After years of work and an investment of more than $1 million, Connecticut will finally have
a real framework for balancing the uses of our most precious natural resource. Water is also
preserved as a public trust resource.

FRACI~NG WASTE BAN (SB 753)
The Genér~l Assembly passed a permanent ban on fracking waste disposal in Connecticut,
protecting the public from the dangerous toxins, carcinogens, and radioactive material it
contaihs.

SOLAR NET-METErnNG (HB 5002)
After last year’s SB 9 contained a devastating attack on residential solar, the General
Assembly passed a temporary fix. Now it falls to the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority
(PURA) to determine how solar net-metering will be calculated moving forward.

ELECTrnC VEH~CLES (HB 7424, SEC. 93, 94)
Connecticutwill now transition a portion of its state fleet, including public buses, to zero-
emission vehicles. The General Assembly also implemented a sustainable source of funding
for electric vehicle infrastructure.

INVASIVE SPECOES (HB 6637)
The General Assembly imposed a new $5 fee on boat registrations to be used for combating
invasive species in Connecticut lakes, rivers, and other waters.

CTLCVis proud of the many wins delivered for the environment this session, but we
suffered losses too. The pending $54 million diversion from the Energy Efficiency Fund

was not repealed, and key pieces of legislation including the Bottle Bill, an update
to our Environmental Justice law, Climate Change Education, and bans to toxic

chemicals like PFAs did not make it over the finish line.
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